Elections and finance

The Undergraduate Association Presidential election, originally scheduled for tomorrow, has been postponed.

Why? Because some members of the current government have serious concerns with regard to the election.

Curtis Reeves is at least partially responsible for the current fiasco. He held a meeting Wednesday night (reported in last Friday's Tech) at which it was decided to allow the Conroy-Russell, the "No-HAP" ticket to run. Prior to this meeting, the current Election Committee either (depending on whose version you accept) was dismissed or quit, for "lack of historical perspective." Reeves took over their powers.

To date, only one candidate who was to run for office this term has withdrawn voluntarily. And it was decided by a small group that the election would be postponed. This information was not disseminated very widely, and there were persistent rumors (even as late as Saturday afternoon) that the election was still on.

If you are having any sorts of problems with the new administration, you may wish to contact them and express your concerns. Support is also sought for some classes to include a GSC representative. Academic Project representatives are invited to contact Robert Sacks at W20-450, 494-8889 or x3-4885.

Committees

The Student Government and the Student Council have begun the process of soliciting GSC support for particular student requests. The Medical Advisory Committee has been formed for a general medical policy. The Academic Project committee is continuing to work on academic problems.

More News...

There are two conflicting rules on the coast of Jefferson. A committee was assembled to discuss the two rules, and it was decided by a small group that the election would be postponed. This information was not disseminated very widely, and there were persistent rumors (even as late as Saturday afternoon) that the election was still on.

If you are having any sorts of problems with the new administration, you may wish to contact them and express your concerns. Support is also sought for some classes to include a GSC representative. Academic Project representatives are invited to contact Robert Sacks at W20-450, 494-8889 or x3-4885.

Finally, a Technology Community Association (TCA) delegation is in the midst of soliciting GSC support for participation in the TCA Course Evaluation. This is an excellent opportunity to receive valuable student input.
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Contact Us

When is a guest not a guest?

By Mark Fishman

The residents of McCormick Hall - who are having any sorts of problems with the new administration, you may wish to contact them and express your concerns. Support is also sought for some classes to include a GSC representative. Academic Project representatives are invited to contact Robert Sacks at W20-450, 494-8889 or x3-4885.

The solution was simple, and I recom- mend it to the Conroy-Russell (and guest). The exact number that can reside in McCormick is 25. The students currently living in McCormick are exactly 25. Any additional students are guests.

Finally, a Technology Community Association (TCA) delegation is in the GSC Office, Room 50-110, and the Foreign Students Petitions for conferences are forthcoming. Positions are available to finance new research effort. The Medical Advisory Committee has been formed for a general medical policy. The Academic Project committee is continuing to work on academic problems. A committee was assembled to discuss the two rules, and it was decided by a small group that the election would be postponed. This information was not disseminated very widely, and there were persistent rumors (even as late as Saturday afternoon) that the election was still on.

If you are having any sorts of problems with the new administration, you may wish to contact them and express your concerns. Support is also sought for some classes to include a GSC representative. Academic Project representatives are invited to contact Robert Sacks at W20-450, 494-8889 or x3-4885.